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The Shortcuts module is a Xoops module wich enable your registred users to add, into an
internal bookmark system, the URLs of their favorites pages.

Users can also note the pages.

This new version brings some corrections related to some problems with Internet Explorer (in
fact the problem was coming from pages titles)

All the module's code was rewrited.
It is not recommanded to use in on a production website as long as it is in beta stage.
However, every help concerning the module's tests are welcome 

This new version is avialable here

In case of problem or if you have a feature suggestion, use this forum

If you are updating or if you are installing a new version, download the module, upload it to your
site as any other Xoops module then, from the modules manager, install it or update it.

http://www.herve-thouzard.com/modules/mydownloads/singlefile.php?cid=6&lid=146
http://www.herve-thouzard.com/modules/newbbex/viewforum.php?forum=26
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